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A revenue management system does more than 

optimize your hotel’s pricing strategies. It also 

saves a GM time, eliminates surprises for the 

property’s staff and ensures that all delegated 

tasks can be accomplished from the same set of 

forward-looking data.

There aren’t enough hours in a day for a 
hotel general manager alone to perform all 
the tasks required to operate a property: 
front desk, sales, marketing, housekeeping, 
maintenance, revenue management, etc. 
Therefore the GM must delegate and place 
trust in various department heads while 
serving as the connective tissue that keeps 
all the different hotel roles running in sync.

GMs can be somewhat involved in all of 
the various functions. He or she can help 
brainstorm a strategy and keep daily 
operations running smoothly by putting the 
right personnel in place. This helps ensure 
all the different departments of a hotel are 
working toward a common goal.

 That goal should be anticipating all of a 
guest’s needs and guaranteeing a safe and 
hospitable environment. Equally important 
for hotel managers is ensuring the property 
is driving revenue and 
maximizing profi tability. 

Increasingly, GMs today are relying 
on revenue management systems to 
better manage operations and keep 
each department coordinated. Revenue 
management systems today are much more 
than a simple price recommendation tool; 
they can act as a central data warehouse 
from which each department can glean 
important information that will lead to 
more profi table decisions.
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The RMS: 
The Central Hub 
for Actionable Data

Forecasted Demand 
at your Fingertips

The biggest value of implementing an RMS is 
having one place to go for a wide variety of 
information. Too often, the different departments 
in a hotel are uncomfortable with each other’s 
systems. For example, the GM is often most 
comfortable with the property management 
system but is not as familiar with the technology 
used by the sales department, and vice versa. 

Inside an RMS, team members can fi nd the 
information normally stored in the PMS, as well as 
numbers from sales, marketing, catering, etc.

Additionally, a true multi-tenant RMS will give 
everyone instant access to the same data—
demand forecasts, operational forecasts, booking 
pace, group pickup, etc.—which will help each 
member of the operations team make decisions 
that are aligned toward a common goal. When all 
of your key analytics are in one easily accessible 
place, departments begin speaking the 
same language.

“What I like is that I can log in (to the RMS) and I 
can see it with my own eyes,” says Andre Zotoff, VP 
and GM at the Hotel Del Coronado in Coronado, 
CA. “I can log in and I can see what’s going on. 
Where do we stand? What is our pricing? What is 
the competition doing?”

An RMS will allow GMs to trust that each of 
their departments are making the best decisions 
based on the same data in order to operate most 
effi ciently. And when they want to check in and 
observe, the data that provides the framework 
for decisions is immediately available, even by 
checking their smartphone app. With a few 
clicks, the GM can dig through the data and ask 
the necessary questions without taking over the 
decision making entirely.

RMS

PMS
CMS

CRS

A key data set for hotel operators is what’s 
commonly referred to as an operational forecast. 
This forecast gleans signifi cant information about 
the number of guests arriving and departing each 
day. Knowing this information also provides a basis 
for nearly all decisions, from staffi ng to purchasing.
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Many hotels will rely on their property 
management system for their daily arrivals, 
departures and stayovers. A PMS will provide you 
with the basics, but a revenue management system 
will take it one step further.

While a PMS can provide the number of 
reservations on the books, it won’t be able to 
forecast a number of arrivals for future dates. An 
RMS, on the other hand, might be able to show 
that while you have only 20 rooms on the books 
for an upcoming date, you are forecasted to have 
60 by the time that date arrives.

Forecasting demand — based on historical data 
plus a number of other factors, such as pace and 
pickup, weather, airline and web-shopping data — 
will give you much more accurate data by which to 

make decisions. If general managers know weeks 
out how many arrivals to expect on a certain date, 
they can build their staff schedule, for example, to 
accurately refl ect anticipated demand. 

Another example of why operational forecasts 
are so important: Take an extended-stay hotel, 
where the majority of guests will be there for a 
longer period of time. Perhaps you’re running 95% 
occupancy but most of your guests are there for 
seven or more nights. That operational forecast 
is going to look much different than that of a 
hotel highly dependent on transient guests that 
is also running at 95% occupancy. Although both 
hotels are running at 95%, the operations forecast 
will illustrate that the transient hotel is in much 
greater need of additional staffi ng and supplies.

Forecasted Demand at your Fingertips

Stay In the Know 
with Alerts
In addition, a good revenue management system 
can alert general managers to anomalies or 
major changes to their operational forecasts. A 
PMS generally doesn’t have the ability to look 
for anomalies, which can be extremely valuable, 
especially in short-term situations.

Alerts typically come once a day via email and also 
appear front and center in the RMS. By glancing 
at the calendar, a user can see whether there 
are any alerts for future stay dates. For example, 
maybe bookings for an upcoming date three weeks 
into the future spike dramatically and cross a set 
threshold. You’ll immediately know to increase 
prices that day and perhaps reduce discounts 
on various partner channels. Perhaps more 

importantly, you’ll know to have extra staff on 
hand at check-in, enough servers in the restaurant 
and an extra set of hands in any other various 
places throughout the hotel where they may be 
required.

Or, perhaps the hotel is experiencing the opposite, 
and the GM is alerted to the fact that a single 
day in the near future expects to see much more 
turnover than usual. In this case he or she will 
know to staff the housekeeping department 
appropriately as well as ensure the cleaning and 
room supplies are fully stocked.
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In the early days, the practice of competitor rate 
shopping consisted of the front-desk clerk, at the 
beginning of each shift, calling nearby hotels to get 
rate and availability for that day. Once metasearch 
sites came along, the process became easier, but 
still rather cumbersome and time consuming.

Today, typically through communication with 
OTAs, a revenue management system will provide 
a hotel with rates and availability for any number 
of chosen competitors right on the home screen. 
The time savings alone is crucial and allows GMs to 
focus on bigger-picture strategy issues.

In most cases, a competitor’s change in rate will impact a property’s demand 
in one way or another. For this reason, hotels have been shopping their 
competitors’ rates since the fi rst two hotels opened near each other.

In most cases, a competitor’s change in rate will impact a property’s demand 

Competitor 
Rate Shopping 
Made Easy

Implement a Living Budget

While each department in a hotel is responsible 
for its own budget, generally the GM is wholly 
responsible for the hotel’s total P&L. An old-
fashioned strategy is to wait until budget season 
in the Fall and produce a 12-month occupancy 
outlook by which revenue can be calculated and 
spending can be determined.

Using an RMS, GMs can easily and accurately 
observe future demand on a 12-month rolling 
basis at the end of each month. In essence, this 
means your hotel is constantly in budget season 
and will help avoid a two-month scramble to 
produce numbers. With an accurate occupancy 
forecast and historical spending data, you can 
easily adjust forward-looking budgets in real time.

Another critical area where a revenue management system will assist in 
operations is when it comes to budgeting. When GMs are in tune with an 
accurate operations forecast, they are able to better keep costs in line 
because they’ll have a better idea of future occupancy levels.
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Conclusion
For GMs, it’s important to understand that a revenue management 

system paves the way for a revenue strategy that is much bigger 

than pricing alone. Simply integrating various data sets into one 

user-friendly platform will greatly impact your performance.

For example, without an RMS, everyone on property can get 

weather forecasts on their phones. Perhaps your area is expecting 

a major snowfall over the upcoming weekend. While you may be 

able to glean that information from a weather source, having that 

information integrated into your RMS will calculate and report the 

expected impact on demand.

Taking it a step further, a good RMS will factor in the last time your 

hotel saw a high amount of precipitation and even compare air travel 

cancellations to accurately predict an impact on your forecast. GMs 

may accurately assume that they’re going to have fewer arrivals 

and potentially more stayovers from guests who can’t depart, but 

an RMS will automatically tie those conditions to past instances, 

produce an accurate demand impact and calculate new data for 

processes like pricing and staffi ng.

Using an RMS to better operate a hotel is a relatively new concept, 

but one that is undeniably effi cient. Today’s RMSs have become a 

one-stop shop where GMs can get all of the necessary information 

to run their business.
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About Duetto

With solutions that address the true challenge of today’s distribution 
landscape, Duetto provides unique and powerful revenue strategy 
tools to optimize profit and guest loyalty. Duetto delivers powerful 
insights on pricing and demand to hotels and casinos through a 100% 
cloud-based application.

Utilizing new consumer-centric data sets such as web shopping 
regrets and denials, social review, air traffic, weather and more, 
Duetto GameChanger transforms the way hotels and casinos price 
and sell rooms by providing better and more actionable information. 
Make informed distribution choices and independently yield all 
channels, dates and room types with open pricing to drive healthy 
revenue and optimize profitability.

Thanks to modern cloud architecture, new features and upgrades 
are delivered seamlessly with zero system downtime. This rapid 
innovation enables Duetto to provide an industry-leading user 
interface and experience that’s continually improving.

Working with and for the hospitality industry, 
Duetto is changing the game.
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